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Public Valuer and Private
Dreams: South Dakotas Search
for Identity, 1850-1900*
HOWARD R. LAMAR

During the first decade of the existence of Dakota Territory. Moses K. Armstrong published a series of amusing
newspaper articles and small books in which he created an
unforgettable image of the territory's political founding fathers.
According to Armstrong, they were young, rambunctious
speculator-businessmen on the make. Their fights over capital
location and patronage dominated the political annals of those
early years.' Armstrong, who was a politician himself and was
elected delegate to Congress for two terms, has rendered us a
valuable service in his firsthand accounts, for they remind us
that the politician has been as much a central figure on the
American frontier as the better-known trader, missionary, and
settler.
Armstrong tells us of one tipsy legislative group standing
around a milking cow on a Sunday morning urging it, in the
name of patriotic duty, to provide more milk for the whiskey
punch they were consuming. Undoubtedly, Armstrong's readers
*This article is reprinted in wliole or in p:irt by permission IVom the South
Dakota Committee on the Humanities trom the publication Herbert T. Hoover and
Nancy N. Skecn, eds., Herspeclives on South Dakota (Brookings, 1977). Dr. Howard
Lamar presented this address during the Humanities Conference sponsored by the
South Dakota Committee on the Humanities in September 1975.
1. Moses K. Armstrong, History of Southcastem Dakota (Sioux City, Iowa:
Western Publishing Co., 1881) and The Early Empire Builders of the Great West (St.
Paul: L. W. Porter, 1901).
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Moses K. Armstrong

were quick to note the parallel between the exploited cow and
the exploited territory.^
If Dakota's pioneer legislators seemed to be economic men
who worried more about establishing townsites. Indian contracts, wagon roads, federal patronage, and land sales than
about building a system of government, it can be said in their
defense that they were also developers attempting to grapple
with the harsh fact that territorial organization had coincided
with the Civil War and the Sioux War of the Outbreak. These
two events so frightened prospective settlers that migration had
declined to a trickle. The second blow came at the end of the
Civil War when it became clear that the Union Pacific railroad
iine would by-pass the territory entirely. In the absence of other
resources, the founding fathers used federal patronage to
develop the region and to benefit themselves.^ In comparison to
the corruption that characterized the building of the Union
Pacific during the 1860s and the scandals that were associated
2. Newspaper clipping (n.d.) in Moses K. Armstrong "Scrapbook." microñlm
copy in Western Americana GoUection, Yale University, New Haven, Conn, (herealter
cited as YWA), original copy in Minnesota Historical Society, St. Paul, Minn.
3. Howard R. Umar, Dakota Territory, 1861-18S9: A Study of Frontier
Politics (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1956), pp. 67-99.
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with the Grant administration during the 1870s, the behavior of
Dakota's founding fathers is scarcely shocking.
General William Henry Harrison Beadle, after acknowledging the popularity and persuasiveness of Moses Armstrong's
accounts of early Dakota, once asked if there was not more to
the territory's history than the story of factional politics and
petty fights? In looking at what leading citizens and settlers
sought in the way of an identity for southern Dakota in the
years 1850-1900, not only can Beadle's question be answered
affirmatively, but also some fascinating values and aspirations
that lie half-obscured or forgotten in South Dakota's territorial
past can be seen.
The three classic frontier figures are the trader, the
missionary, and the settler. The history of trade in the Missouri
River basin is a splendid saga reaching back to pre-Columbian
times when Mandan villages served as the northern outposts of a
vast Indian trade nexus, whose center lay at Cahokia (East Saint
Louis) in the rich bottom lands where the Mississippi and
Missouri rivers meet."* In historic times the descendants of the
Mandan, and other tribes who had come onto the plains or had
crossed the Missouri into the western half of the Dakotas,
negotiated the purchase of horses brought north from Spanish
New Mexico by southern plains tribes, and served as middlemen
in the fur trade with French and English traders from Canada.
Meanwhile, an older system of barter for corn continued
between the Mandans and the nonfarming tribes. ^ When
American trappers finally came up the river in search of furs
after 1810, they encountered a complex Native American

4. J. Pfeiffer, "America's First City" ¡Cahokiaj, Horizon 16 (Spring
1964):58-63.
5. Elwyn B. Robinson, History of North Dakota (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1966), pp. 20-98; John C. Ewers, "The Influence of the Fur Trade
Upon the Indians of the Northern Plains," in Malvina Bolus, ed.. People and Pelts
(Winnipeg, Manitoba: Peguis Publishers, 1972); Francis Haines, Horses in America
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1971); Pierre Gaultier de Varennes de La
Verendrye and his sons. Journals and Letters... , ed. by Lawrence J. Burpee
(Toronto: Champlain Society, 1927); Nellis M. Crouse, La Verendrye. Fur Trader
and Explorer (Itlmca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1956).
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trading system that was already several hundred years old.^
Many of the so-called Indian wars on the Missouri, such as the
Arikara attack on Ashley's rnen in 1823. had their origin in
trade rivalry.''
After the American fur trade on the Missouri began to
decline in the 1840s, American entrepreneurs came up from
Saint Louis to inaugurate what might be called, for want of a
better name, a "Missouri mercantile tradition." Observers,
watching Daniel Marsh Frost and J. B. S. Todd lay out the
village of Yankton in 1858-59, must have thought that the
infant settlement seemed destined for nothing more than to
become the county seat of a fertile lowland region of the
prairies. Certainly the early Scandinavian settlers, such as Ole
6, The earlier European trade is covered in Abraham P. Nasatir, ed., Before
Lewis and Clark: Documents Ulustraiin^ the History of the Missouri. 1785-1802, 2
vols. (St. Louis: St. Lx)uis Historical Documents I oundation, 1952).
7. Dale L. Morgan. .ledeJiah Smith and rlie Opening of the West (Lincoln;
University of Nebraska Press, 1953).
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Bottolfson of Vermillion, saw land rather than trade as the
reason for coming to southeastern Dakota in 1859.^ But Frost
and Todd, both graduates of West Point, with experience as
post traders and army sutlers, had Hved on the frontier long
enough to see how various Missouri and Mississippi river towns
had become supply depots for the West. In Yankton they saw
another Independence or Saint Joseph, or even a new Saint
Paul.^ Had there been no Civil War, Southerners from the
border states coming up the river-just as they had come into
Iowa and southern Minnesota during the 1830s-may have made
the region more like Missouri itself.'° Their produce would
8. G. Bie Ravndal, "The Scandinavian Pioneers of South Dakota," South
Dakota Historical Collections 12 (1924): 297-330.
9. Robert Karoleviu, Yankton: A ñoneer Past (Aberdeen, S. Dak.: North
Plains Press, 1972), pp. 1-26.
10. The United States Census shows that in 1870 the largest number of
immigrants to Dakota Territory from other states were (in descending order of size)
from New York, Iowa. Pennsylvania, Illinois and Ohio (tied), and Wisconsin. Of those
from abroad, the largest number came from Great Britain and Ireland, Norway,
Canada, Germany, and Sweden, tn the Census of 1880 the largest number of citizens
from other states came from Wisconsin, New York, Minnesota, Iowa, and Illinois. Of
those coming from abroad the largest were from Norway, Canada, Germany, England
and Ireland, and Russia. By 1890 immigrants from other states hailed principally
from Wisconsin, iowa, Illinois, New York, and Minnesota, while the foreign born
were from Norway, Germany, Russia, Britain and Ireland, and Sweden. Since the
Census of 1890 covered only South Dakota, and not North Dakota as well, it is a
more accurate index than the two preceding censuses. While ii is to be expected that
a large number of immigrants would come from neighboring states, the fact that New
York and Illinois remained in the top five states of origin seems significant.
In support of a possible Kentucky-Missouri migration to Dakota Territory had
there been no Civil War, patterns that occurred in Illinois and Iowa might be
projected. The 1850 Census revealed, for example, that settlers from Kentucky
formed the third largest group coming from other states to settle in Illinois. Twenty
years later Kentucky settlers coming to Illinois had dropped to the fifth largest
group. In Iowa in 1850 Kentucky-born citizens constituted the fourth largest group
from another state, but by 1870, that percentage had dropped to eighth place. See
U.S., Department of the Interior, Census Office, Mnili Census of the United States.
1870: Population. 1:326-42: Compendium of the Tenth Census, 1880: Population,
pt. 1:464-69, 482-87, 493-94; Compendium of ihe Eleventh Census. ¡890: Population, pt. 1:505-6; Ibid., pt. 2:600-604; Ibid., pt. 3:15-19. The Kentucky origins of
Illinois and Iowa citizens are discussed in Allan G. Bogue, From Prairie to Cornbclt
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963), p. 14. The political behavior of the
Southern migration is Ueated in Daniel J. Llazai, Cities of the Prairie (New York:
Basic Books, Inc., 1970). pp. 156-59.
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have floated down the river to Saint Louis and New Orleans or
would have been sent upriver to Indian reservations and army
posts.
The Civil War may have blunted the original thrust of the
Missouri mercantile tradition, but it did not kill it completely.
In his second address to the Dakota Assembly of 1862,
Governor Wilham Jayne expressed the hope that Fort Randall
would become another Fort Leavenworth and serve as both a
port and a road center for the territory." Fort Randall never
lived up to Jayne's expectations, but through heroic grit and
determination, Yankton became both a river port and the
outfitting center for the Black Hills between 1875 and 1878, as
well as a depot for buffalo hides. During these years the
merchants, bankers, and steamboat men of Yankton represented the high point of the Missouri mercantile tradition.
The building of the Union Pacific Railroad to the south of
the territory and the great ice storm of 1881, which wiped out
Yankton's commercial steamboat traffic on the Missouri,
destroyed the concept that southern Dakota was to be a
gateway to other wests, and thus, created the first of those
discontinuities that have been so significant in shaping the
history of the region. Henceforth, the territory would not be a
thoroughfare but a stopping place, and its villages would not be
outfitting centers, in the Missouri tradition, but towns in the
middle western tradition whose economic survival depended,
more often than not, on the presence of u railroad and
customers drawn from the surrounding countryside.'^ It was
southern Dakota's fate to fall between the trade nexuses that
grew up in Omaha and Saint Paul.
Even the most cursory account of southern Dakota's search
for values and identity must include a far more serious
consideration of a dual New England heritage, the Protestant
missionary and the settler with New England antecedents, than
11. Governor William Jayne, Second Annual Message. . . 18 December ¡862
(Yankton. 1862), YWA.
12. Karotevitz, Yankiun, pp. 89-98. Kven projected wagon road systems for Che
territory did not materialize. See Oscar Osburn Winther. Vie Transportation
Frontier, Trans-Mississippi West: ¡865-1900 (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1964), pp. 5, 45, 57-58, 80-81; see also William Turrentine Jackson. Wa^on Roads
Wes¡ (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1952), pp. 179-90.
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has hitherto been the case in the state's history textbooks. The
missionary impulse that persuaded John Eliot of Massachusetts
and Roger Williams of Rhode Island to seek to convert the
American Indians to Christianity in the seventeenth century was
the same that sent the Reverend Stephen Return Riggs to the
borders of Minnesota and the future Dakotas in 1837 to serve as
a missionary to the Sioux Indians. Born in Ohio of pious New
England parents, Riggs, like Eliot of Massachusetts, tried to
understand his Indian constituents. He learned their language,
translated religious books into their native tongue, and stood by
them during and after the War of the Outbreak in the 1860s.
Riggs's school books in the Siouan language attempted to teach
such secular subjects as geography and American government.
The name of his mission, the Hazlewood Republic, suggests a
vision of a matured Indian substate that bore some similarity to
the brief-lived Cherokee Nation in Tennessee, which was itself
partly inspired by Protestant missionaries.'^ Despite all his
efforts, the Indians whom Riggs sought to help were mistreated
by crooked agents and defeated in war. It seems likely that
Riggs's own good intentions dismpted the very Indian society
he was trying to "save.""^
In our search for persons who, like John Eliot, tried to
understand the American Indians while converting them, Riggs
must rank far above other more famous missionaries whose
names are part of the history of the American West. Every
textbook praises two Oregon missionaries, Jason Lee and
Marcus Whitman, for their efforts to convert the Indians of the
Pacific Northwest.'5 Yet Jason Lee not only failed to send
forth "native Elishas" to convert their fellow tribesmen, but
also it appears that he did not convert a single Indian himself.
13. Stephen R. Riggs, Mary and ¡: Forty Years with the Sioux (1880; reprint
ed., Boston: Congregational Sunday School and Publication Society, 1887);
Dictionary of American Biography (1935), s.v. "Riggs, Stephen R." For the
Cherokee story, see Grace S. Woodward, Tíie Oierakees (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1965).
14. Robert J. Berkliofer, Jr., Salvation and the Savage. An Analysis of
Protestant Missions and American Indian Response. 1787-1862 (Lexington: University or Kentucky Press, 1965).
15. See, for example, Ray A. Billington, Westward Expansion, A History of the
American Frontier, 4th ed. (New York: Macmillan PubUshing Co., 1974), pp. 431-S2.
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Joseph Ward

Marcus Whitman, after initial efforts to convert the Cayuse
Indians at his Walla Walla mission, became more interested in
settling the region with whites than in proselytizing among his
charges. In the end Jason Lee is remembered for attracting
settlers in Oregon, and Whitman is remembered because his
charges murdered him and his wife at their mission in 1847.'^
The continued presence of Stephen Riggs and his sons and
daughters, who were also missionaries in the Dakotas, and the
creation of a native missionary society on the Cheyenne River
Reservation in the centennial year of 1876 suggest that not only
was the missionary story different in the Dakotas, but also that
the narrative itself goes far to correct the warped view of who
was significant in the western missionary effort. It is a topic
that deserves new study in light of the fact that the older
histories of Indian-missionary relations in the United States are
now under critical attack. '"^
A second Protestant missionary tradition appeared in South
16. Cornelius .1. Brosnan, Jason Lee. Prophet of the New Oregon (New York:
Macmilian Pubüshing Co., 1932); and Clifford M. Drury, Marcus Whitman. M.D..
Pioneer and Martyr (Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton Printers, 1937). For a reinterpretation
of Lee's role in Oregon history, see Robert J. Loewenberg, Equality on the Oregon
Frontier: Jason Lee and the Methodist Mission. ¡834-1843 (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1976).
17. See especially Berk:hofer,Sû/i'ci/aiî and the Savage, and Bernard W. Sheehan,
Seeds of Extinction: Jeffersonian Philanthropy and the American Indian (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1973).
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Dakota in 1869 when the Reverend Joseph Ward came to
Yankton fresh from Andover Theological Seminary, "an institution marked by a missionary spirit." Though born in New
York State, Ward's parents were religious New Englanders. His
biographer tells us that the Home Missionary Society of New
York had sent him forth "to pre-empt the territory in the name
of the Lord." Ward, whose primary interest was in his white
constituents, came to be known as "the father of Congregationalism" in Dakota.'^
Still another Protestant missionary tradition expressed itself
in southern Dakota in 1872 when William Hobart Hare was
appointed "Bishop of Niobrara." Eleven years later he was
named Bishop of Southern Dakota. The change in his title
suggests that by 1883 the region was no longer an ill-defined
frontier, but a prosperous self-conscious community with an
imperial vision of its future as a rich agricultural and mining
state. While Hare was delighted with the coming of settlers to
Dakota, he, too, was genuinely concerned with the fate of the
Indians. When he tried to keep the Biack Hills reserved for the
Sioux, he incurred the wrath of Dakota politicians. The Dakota
Herald once called him an arbitrary "river god" who was against
white settlement, but later writers have called him "Apostle to
the Sioux." Unlike Jason Lee of Oregon, Hare succeeded in
training Indians as ministers and missionaries.'''
Paralleling the American and international Protestant missionary effort during the nineteenth century was a world-wide
Catholic missionary impulse. By the 1840s Catholic missionaries
led by Father Pierre DeSmet had penetrated the Missouri
plateau and by the 1850s had established permanent missions in
Montana and the Pacific Northwest. The real impact on the
Dakota tribes did not come until 1873, however, when
Swiss-born Father Martin Marty led a group of Benedictines to
the Standing Rock Agency. Like Riggs, Marty became proficient in the Sioux language and translated hymns and prayers
18. George H. Durand, Joseph Ward of Dakota (Boston; Pilgrim Press, 1913);
see also Dictionary of American Biography (1936), s.v. "Ward, Joseph."
19. Mark Anthony DeWolfe Howe, Tlte Ufe and Labors of Bishop Hare:
Apostle to the Sioux (New York: Sturgis and Walton Co., 1911); Dakota Herald
(Yankton.D. T.), 29 June 1875. 7 July 1877.
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for his converts. Marty was elevated to a bishopric in 1880, but
continued to travel around the frontier on horseback or by
wagon. The needs of the immigrants of Catholic faith who came
to the Dakotas after 1870 increasingly absorbed Marty's
attention, but his admirers, both red and white, called him "The
Angelof the West."2*>
In assessing the importance of religious figures in shaping
Dakota's nineteenth-century heritage, it is significant that the
original Dictionary of American Biography contains no information about Moses K. Armstrong, Jefferson P. Kidder. Solomon
L. Spink, or Walter A. Burleigh, all prominent public men and
territorial delegates. However, the Dictionary does contain
biographies of Riggs, Ward, Hare, and Marty, for they shaped
the territory's political and intellectual heritage as well as its
religious heritage. With the possible exception of Marty, all had
important connections with the Eastern Establishment, so their
voices helped make Dakota a famous name in the East. When
they lectured and preached about Dakota on eastern visits, they
did so because they believed the promise of the region was
great. By giving the region an identity as a major missionary
field, they implied, incidentally, that the Sioux were an
exceptional group of Indians. At the same time, they believed
that the Dakotas would be a major center for the settlement of
Anglo-American and European immigrants. Their desire to save
the natives while promoting white settlement was only the
latest example of the contradictions inherent in the American
missionary impulse. Still, the point seems worth making that
they were sure Dakota Territory was in the mainstream of
American development.^'
If a New England and eastern religious tradition is discernible in the early history of the Dakotas, what evidence is there
of settlers who came from New England or New York and
brought Yankee traditions with them? A survey of political
20. Sister M. Claudia Duratschek, The Beginnings of Catholicism in South
Dakota (Washington, D.C: Catholic University of America Press, 1943); Dictionary
of American Biography (1933), s.v. "Marty. Martin."
21. None of the four are mentioned in Ray A. BiUington. Westward Expansion
ÜI in Thomas D. Clark, Frontier America: Tlie Story of the Westward Movement
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1959).
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figures who were prominent during the territorial period
indicates that the New England-Yankee heritage was also very
strong. W. W. Brookings, one of the founders of Sioux Falls,
was from Maine, as was Delegate Walter A. Burleigh and Chief
Justice Bartlett Tripp. Those from New Hampshire included
Joseph R. Hanson and Governor Nehemiah Ordway. Vermont
supplied Jefferson P. Kidder, Governor William A. Howard, and
Richard F. Pettigrew. Connecticut was the birthplace of James
S. Foster, who brought an important colony of settlers from
New York State to the territory in 1864."
The number of public men who came from New York was
equally impressive. Governor Newton Edmunds, Justice Alonzo
Edgerton, Delegate S. L. Spink, Senator Gideon C. Moody, and
Congressman Oscar Gifford all hailed from the Empire State. It
is intriguing to discover that not one of the representative
figures from New England came from Massachusetts or the city
of Boston, nor did any of the New Yorkers come from New
York City. Instead they came from small towns or rural areas,
and many had common memories of regions with poor soil and
harsh, brutal winters. By the time they arrived in southern
Dakota, most of them had pioneered or lived in a state to the
west of the one in which they were born; thus, they possessed
an implicit understanding of rural and even pioneer life. With
such a perspective they could see their new home as having
distinctive advantages over the old. Like Bishop Hare or Joseph
Ward, they, too, could believe that Dakota Territory was in the
mainstream of American history.
In these early years there was also an "Old Northwest-Civil
War tradition" among the leaders of the territorial period. The
arrest of Daniel Marsh Frost as a Southern sympathizer in the
early days of the Civil War and the eventual disappearance of
John Blair Smith Todd from the territory symbolized both a
break with the South and the absence of Southerners in the
22. Intormation on the men treated here and below has been taken from the
Dakota Territory, House and Council Journals of the ¡.egislalive Assembly of Dakota
Territory, ¡86¡-¡S89 (Yankionand Bismarck, D. T., 1861-1889); Yankton Press and
Dakotaian: Dakota Herald: George W. Kingsbury, History of Dakota Territory, 5 vols.
(Chicago: S. J. Clark Publishing Co., 1915): Dictionary of American Bio^aphy; and
other biographical reference works.
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region. Of eight representative leaders of Old Northwest origins
in Dakota Territory, five had fought in the Civil War on the
Union side, and all had been so deeply affected by the slavery
crisis that their lives and political affiliations had been permanently changed.^^ Three, Moses K. Armstrong, Arthur C.
Mellette, and Gilbert A. Pierce, were experienced newspaper
men. Four had significant careers in Indiana before coming to
Dakota.
In some ways these leaders, reflecting the Old Northwest or
Civil War background, were more secular and less rigid than
their New York-New England counterparts. Yet two Indiana
men, William H. H. Beadle and Arthur C. Mellette, had a passion
for education that was almost religious in nature. If Beadle
saved the Dakota school lands from cheap sale, it was Mellette
who, as an Indiana legislator, instigated a model township law
for Indiana schools, a concept he brought to South Dakota
when he moved to the state.^^ Basically, the Yankees and the
settlers from the states between the Ohio and Mississippi rivers
were not at odds in their social and political views. Strongly
Unionist and largely Republican, they seemed to be in the
mainstream of American development while bringing older
American habits and customs to the territory at the time of the
centennial celebration in 1876.
Westward migration had a way of separating subcultures and
persuading settlers to seek their kind. Given the religious fervor
of Dakota's missionary founding fathers and the role they
played in shaping the values of the territory, it seems almost
logical that Dakota would prove an attractive place for the
highly religious groups from Scandinavia, Germany, Bohemia,
and Russia, who came to the territory between 1870 and 1900.
These groups added an international religious and cultural
tradition previously lacking in the Dakota experience.^"^ Since
23. Not all of the eight, Moses K. Armstrong, W. H. H. Beadle, Granville G.
Bennett, A. J. Faulk, George H. Hand, Gideon C. Moody, Arthur C. Mellette, and
Gilbert A, Pierce, were born in the Old Northwest. Faulk was from western
Pennsylvania, Moody and Pierce were born in New York State but lived in Indiana
where Moody served as a captain in the Union army.
24. Dictionary of American Biography (,1929-1933), s.v. "Beadle, Williatn
H. H." and "MeUette, Arthur C."
25. Herbert S. Schell, History of South Dakota, 3d ed., rev. (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1975), pp. 115-19.
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they held on to their separate ways, it can be argued that these
distinctive communities were European "Hazlewood Republics."
As Massachusetts had been a "City on a Hill" for the
Puritans, the Dakota prairies became a land of opportunity for
the newcomers. This sentiment was voiced by Father L'Hiver, a
Catholic priest in Yankton in 1877. L'Hiver urged the older
American population to accept the German-Russians who were
beginning to settle in the area, for, said he, "this land is an open
field in which civilization, disengaging itself from the vices and
corruptions of the old world, might display itself in all its
purity, strength and glory;. . . it is a chosen land, not for one
race or for one people, but for the wronged and downtrodden
of all nations, tongues and kindreds."^*
Ten years later Bishop Hare also sensed the excitement and
inevitable progress associated with the coming of settlers.
Language cannot exaggeiate the rapidity with which these
communities are built up. You may stand ankle deep in the short
burnt grass of an uninhabited wilderness—next month a mixed
train will glide over the waste and stop at some point where the
railroad has decided to locate a town. Men, women and children
will jump out of the cars, and their chattel will be tumbled out
after them. From that moment the building begins. The courage
and faith of these pioneers are something extraordinary. Their
spirit seems to rise above all obstacles. ^'^

The remarks of Father L'Hiver and Bishop Hare demonstrated once again that religious leaders with a sense of manifest
destiny played a central role in defining South Dakota's
humanistic values in the nineteenth century, so much so that
even the process of settlement took on religious and patriotic
overtones. Hare, Marty, and Ward also succeeded in associating
religion with education. All founded schools or colleges during
their lifetimes; and South Dakota, unlike most western states,
came to have its full measure of private religious colleges and
academies.
Ministers were active in politics, in the statehood movement, and in the crusades for women's suffrage and prohibition.
Among the Mennonites and the German-Russians, ministers
2e.Dakota Herald, 28 July 1877.
27. Hare was quoted in 1887 Resources of Dakota (Sioux Falls: Argus Leader
Co., Printers, 1887), a brochure published by P. F- McCIure, the Commissioner of
Immigration. Dakota Territory.
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often served as the political leaders of their community. The
factionalism of territorial politics was, in part, a reflection of a
body politic of many sects, each with different cultural and
religious views about the role of the state, social values, reform
issues such as temperance, and scores of other matters. It also
seems reasonable to argue that the rural-small town, pluralistic
ethnic and political traditions of South Dakota deserve the
attention now being lavished on urban centers by scholars. At
the same time the national rediscovery of minorities should
make the minorities of South Dakota a major subject of study
as well.^^
On the eve of the American republic's first centennial, the
discovery of gold in the Black Hills seemed to guarantee an even
more prosperous future for the territory.^^ The citizens of
southeastern Dakota felt that the gold was theirs and bitterly
resented what they considered to be a plot by the Union Pacific
Railroad to by-pass Yankton by supplying goods to the Black
Hills via a spur line from western Nebraska. They were also
fearful that the Northern Pacific would supply the miners via
Saint Paul and Bismarck. Finally, they were upset to hear that
the Black Hills might be attached to Wyoming Territory. Such
fears helped prompt the first South Dakota statehood movement.-^" During the centennial year other events helped define
the values of the region. The presidential election of 1876
continued Republican dominance in Washington and further
boosted that party's fortunes in Dakota. News of Custer's
defeat on the Little Bighorn intensified an already strong local
hostility to the red man.
At the same time the election of a new territorial assembly
in the fall of 1876 revealed a new configuration in Dakota's
makeup. Of the thirty-nine persons elected or claiming election
28. A challenging model for a study of South Dakota's ethnic communities can
be found in Elazar, Cities of the Prairie. A model for individual community studies
may be found in Hans J. Petersen, "Hilldaie: A Montana Hutterite Colony in
Transition," Rocky Mountain Social Science Journal 1 (April 1970): 1-7.
29. Joseph H. Cash, Working the Homestake (Ames: Iowa State University
Press, 1973); Watson Parker, Gold in the Black Hills (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1966).
30. The statehood movement is treated in Lamar, Dakota Territory.,
pp. 177-284, dnáSchcW, South Dakota, pp. 203-22.
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to the assembly, 50 percent were born in the Northeast, 25
percent came from the Old Northwest, and nearly 25 percent
had been born in northern Europe. Twenty-nine were Republicans, seven were Democrats, and three called themselves
Independents. Five of the thirty-nine were college graduates.
One-third were farmers, another third were lawyers and
merchants, and the rest were in transportation, real estate,
frontier jobs, and assorted trades and professions.-" Twentyeight of the thirty-nine had come to the territory after hving in
a state other than the one they were born in. Seven had come
via Wisconsin, six via Minnesota, six from Illinois, four from
Iowa, two from Nebraska, and one each had come from Canada,
Missouri, and California.
The 1877 assembly heralded the coming of new groups into
active territorial politics. Six of the foreign-born legislators
came from Norway. Seven of the lawmakers were members of
the Lutheran faith. •'^ The newspapers of 1877 suggested that
while the Scandinavian settlers were welcome, the older settlers
had doubts about the German-Russians. Indeed, some embarrassed newspaper editors apologized for the expressions of
ethnic hatred toward the German-Russians that were circulating
at the time.^-*
While Dakotans were not fully amalgamated in the 1870s,
they were beginning to develop a democratic regional pride that
could be identified as frontier and western. In 1877 a letter
from a person in Elk Point complained that someone had
objected to a servant girl singing in a local church choir. They
blamed this outbreak of snobbery on a person who was
supposed to have been "bawn in Bawston." It was reported that
the snob was put down so firmly that he had to "hunt his
hole."^'* To say that America's frontier conditions produced a
democratic egahtarian spirit, however, is to ignore the fact that
31. Dakota Territory, House and Council Journals of the Legislative Assembly
of Dakota, /S77(Vanktan, 1877).
32. Ibid.
33. Dakota Herald, 21, 28 iuly,l\
Aug. 1877.
34. ibid., 28 July 1877. In its 1 September 1877 issue, the Herald attacked
houses with Mansard rooi's for lacking "the simplicity of our forefathers." Their
coming, moaned the paper, "marks the end of the spirit of friendliness and social
interchange between neighbors."
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the Scandinavian settlers had come to the territory with very
few "social distinctions, class traditions and ecclesiastical
obligations."^^ The communitarian spirit of the GermanRussians was also egalitarian in its way.
In his book The Cattle Towns. Robert R. Dykstra maintains
that frontier towns and communities pass through two stages;
first, a developmental stage during which growth and business
prosperity are the prime goals of the new community. In time,
however, permanent settlers come to see that a moral community dedicated to supporting needed social institutions is
more important than development. Thus, the politics of reform
come into conflict with the politics of development.^^ This
process is exemphfied in Seth K. Humphrey's memoirs Following the Prairie Frontier. When Humphrey came to Aberdeen
in 1884. he found a raw railhead town full of land speculators,
loan sharks, bars, and "diseased discards from the licensed
houses of Minnesota." When he returned for a visit five years
later, "the most obvious thing about the town was the absence
of the entire land-seeking crowd. The great game of settling a
new country was over; the town had gained a painful
respectability, but it had lost its picturesque animation."^''
At another level it could be argued that the statehood
movement in southern Dakota symbolized both the emergence
of the reform impulse and the first articulate expression of the
region's social values. There is an enduring legend that the first
statehood movement was the brainchild of the Reverend Joseph
Ward. General W. H. H. Beadle, Governor William A. Howard,
Hugh J. Campbell, and a few other prominent Yanktonians who
conceived of the movement at a Thanksgiving dinner in 1879.•^^
There is no need to review the statehood movement here, but it
does seem worthwhile to record the beliefs, values, and
techniques of some of its leaders, for they helped shape the
value system of the new state.
35. K. C. Babcock, "The Scandinavian Element in the American Population,"
American Historical Review 16 (1910-11): 300-310.
36. Robert R. Dykslra, 77ie Cattle Towns (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1968).
37. Setli K. Humphrey, Following the Prairie Frontier (Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 1931), pp. 77, 80-82, 97.
38. Durand, Ward of Dakota, p. 151.
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Reflecting his New England origins, Joseph Ward believed in
small states, local self-government in the form of numerous
representative bodies, and the value of small communities such
as townships. He hated the territorial system with a passion
because he felt it was a denial of self-government. In his way
Ward was a spiritual heir of Samuel Adams, urguing. in this
instance, for freedom and independence for South Dakota. The
New England analogy is not as far fetched as it might sound, for
Ward called the Citizens Constitutional Association, a group
formed to gain statehood, "a Mayilower Pact for Dakota."-***
The Citizens Constitutional Association soon evolved into a
more democratic organization, the Dakota Citizens League,
which borrowed both its form of organization and some of its
techniques from the Grange. However, it also demonstrated
some of the spirit of the revolutionary committees of correspondence. When Hugh J. Campbell advanced the popular
sovereignty claim in 1883 that ''we are a state," it might be
called the Dakota equivalent of the Declaration of Independence.'*'* Certainly, the various constitutional conventions that
met during the 1880s saw themselves as latter-day founding
fathers.
The comparisons of southern Dakota's struggle for statehood to the RepubUc's early national beginnings do not stop
there, nor should they be seen as mere political rhetoric. Just as
the Ordinance of 1785 created a national domain and the
Northwest Ordinance of 1787 set aside lands for schools.
General Beadle, a son of the Old Northwest, created a school
lands reserve for South Dakota, which seemed so wise that
Congress put it in the constitutions of five other incoming
states. These remarkable parallels to events in the formative
years of the United States themselves suggest that the bicentennial celebrations of 1976 are as relevant in South Dakota as
they are in any state in the Union. Here, acted out in nonviolent
but serious ways, were "rebellion," assumption of "sovereignty," creation of a state, and the establishment of a
protected public domain.
Like all so-called limited political revolutions, if the
39. Ibid., pp. 155-62.
40- Ibid., pp. 165-66; Laniar, Dakota Territory, pp. 222-54 passim.
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William Jayne,
first governor of Dakota Territory

statehood movement could be called by so grand a phrase, this
one had unexpected consequences. The statehood movement
stirred new groups to self-consciousness; and by the time South
Dakota had become a state in 1889, the earlier reformers were
having to consider issues of temperance, women's suffrage, the
single tax, railroad regulation, and the initiative and referendum. Drought and economic hardship created tensions between
farmers and middlemen and caused splits in both parties, so that
in the hour of victory the statehood forces had split into
factions. Future Senator Richard F. Pettigrew opposed his
fellow Republican, Governor Arthur C. Mellette, and the
emerging Farmers' Alliance. In turn, the Farmers' Alliance
distrusted Mellette, who himself was hostile to future Senator
Gideon C. Moody."" Tensions between ethnic groups and
between geographic sections suggest that South Dakota was
going through a troubled "confederation period" in which the
aims and values of the new state had again become obscured.
In seeking perspective on the bitter political quarreis, the
economic depression, and the human suffering that beset South
Dakota on the eve of statehood, it could be argued that the
41. Arthur C. Mellette Papers. Manuscript Section, South Dakota State
Historical Society, Pierre, detail these fights For the year 1889 and thereafter. A
succinct summary may be found in Schell, 5ow//i Dakota, pp. 2Ü3-4L
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fights between gold and silver Republicans, the Farmers'
Alliance, the Democrats, the federal government, the railroads,
and the outside interests all hid the fact that the most basic
social and economic tradition to arise in South Dakota during
the territorial period was being redefined. That tradition grew
out of an agrarian homestead concept that Americans had
admired and respected ever since Benjamin Franklin and
Thomas Jefferson first articulated it.'^^
That tradition was acknowledged in Governor William
Jayne's first address to the Dakota Territorial Assembly when
he claimed that the region combined the fertility of Illinois with
the climate of southern Minnesota.'*^ After 1876, when tens of
thousands of homesteaders started coming to the territory, it
did indeed seem to be an agrarian paradise. By the mid-seventies
the Dakota Grange boasted fifty chapters. Grange leaders
became important public figures and Grange publications
further defined agrarian values. So strong were homestead
beliefs that Gideon C. Moody's political career was almost
terminated when Dakotans learned that he had secured repeal
of the exemption of homesteads from foreclosure. A Dakota
committee descended on Congress and successfully secured
repeal of the obnoxious law.
In 1882 Governor Nehemiah Ordway used his Thanksgiving
proclamation to say that the "golden well-filled wheat, and the
full ripe ears of corn fill our storehouses to overflowing."
Ordway wrote in the midst of the Great Dakota Boom. That
same year a statehood pamphlet described Dakota's size as
320,000 quarter sections of 160 acres each.""* On the eve of
statehood the Dakota Board of Agriculture, which ran the
annual territorial fair, not only reported giving prizes for a great
variety of breeds of horses, cattle, sheep, and swine, but for
fancy cakes, dairy products, jellies, pickles, and spices as well.
42. Henry Nash Smith, Virgin l^nd: The American West as Symbol and Myth
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1950), pp. 123-32.
43. Governor WiUiam Jayne, First Annual Message... 19 March Î862 (Yankton, 1862), YWA.
44. Governor Nehemiah Oiáwdy, Thanksgiving Proclamation, 28 October 1882,
broadside in YWA; Dakota's Claims for Admission (I eb. 1882), statehood brochure
in YWA. The Great Dakota Boom is described in Gilbert C. Kite, The Farmers'
Frontier. 1865-1900 (Uew Yoik: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966), pp. 94-112.
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Quilts, knitting, and embroidery were also in competition for
prizes. Here was an expression of the good agrarian Ufe that was
missing in Hamlin Garland's novels and in liistories of the
various agrarian protest movements in North and South Dakota.
This positive image was reinforced by the Dakotans who
submitted seven professional paintings, seventy-one amateur
paintings, twenty-four examples of silk-on-satin paintings, and
twenty-one China paintings for prizes. The commissioners
concluded their report by proudly noting that all the submissions-animal, vegetable, and artistii^were the products of
citizens of the territory."^^

Once- Cö^tured
Old ^lli&ncc = people.'3
By E B F

The drought and depression years of the 1890s have not
only obscured this older positive agrarian cultural tradition, but
also they have created a negative image of the state's Populist
tradition. Populist leaders have had a bad press ever since
Richard Hofstadter said they were backward-looking, provincial, antiintellectual men and women who were out of touch
with the mainstream of American life.**^ Hofstadter and others
even questioned the sincerity of the Populist movements in the
mountain states of New Mexico, Colorado, Nevada, and
Montana, arguing that the movements there were mere fronts
for silver mine owners. Recent histories of mountain state
populism, however, have left the Hofstadter thesis in shambles.
45. Dakota Territory Fourth Annual Report of the Dakota Board of
Agriculture, ¡888 (Bismarck, 1889), YWA. "Until the late 188O's and early 189O's
when farmers were struck by the twin enemies of low prices and crop failures, eastern
Dakota was considered one of the most desirable parts of the remaining agrieultuial
frontier" (Fite, Farmers' Frontier, p. 112).
46. Richard Hüfstadter, The Age of Reform: From Bryan to F. D. R. (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1955).
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Writing about New Mexican populism, Robert Larson has
found that in one section of that territory the Populists were
antimonopolists; in another, they were Mexican-Americans
using populism to get into the legislature to defend their people.
In still another, they were homestead farmers, while in
Albuquerque, they were urban reformers. Ironically, there was
no early Populist movement among New Mexico's silver
James E. Wright has found in Colorado that the enduring
Populists were not agrarians or mine owners, but blue-collar
workers engaged in a genuine class protest that persisted well
into the twentieth century. Thomas Clinch found that the
Populists in Montana were urban dwellers.'^^ It would appear,
then, that there is a crying need for new studies of western
populism and especially of that movement as it developed in
South Dakota, where a Populist governor and senator were
elected in 1896, four years after the national movement had
begun to decline.**^ It was those Populist fathers who redefined
both a fundamental American and a South Dakota agrarian
tradition.
Even a cursory glance at South Dakota's Populist leaders
demonstrates that the older view of Populists as antiintellectual
provincials needs revision here as elsewhere. Henry L. Loucks,
bom in Ontario, Canada, of Luxemburg-German and Irish
parents, was a leader in the territorial alliance, and one-time
president of the Northern Alliance and vice-president of the
Southern Alliance. He pursued a career as a merchant in
Canada, Michigan, and Missouri before coming to Dakota to
homestead in Deuel County. Kindly, even-tempered, and acute
in debate, he hardly fitted the usual stereotype of the wild-eyed
Populist ranter.^'*
Given his prominence, it might be expected that Loucks
47. Robert Larson, New Mexico Populism (Boulder: Colorado Associated
University Press, 1974),
48. James E. Wright, The Polities of Populism: Dissent in Colorado (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1974); Thomas Clinch, Urban Populism and Free Silver in
Montana (Missoula, Mont.: University of Montana Press, 1970).
49. ScheU,5owf/i Dakota, pp. 234-41.
50. Dictionary of American Biography (1933), s.v. "Loucks, Henry L."
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H. !.. Loucks

would have received some coverage in books on populism. Yet,
he is identified only in passing in Walter T. K. Nugent's The
Tolerant Populists, and is not mentioned in Norman Pollack's
The Populist Response to Industrial America or the same
author's The Populist Mind, or O. Gene Clanton's Kansas
Populism.^^ Admittedly, these volumes concentrate on Kansas
populism, but other national leaders of Loucks's standing are
treated in them.
South Dakota's second most prominent Populist, James H.
Kyle, may not have been a Populist at all, but he combined
nearly all of the values and traditions treated in this paper. Like
Joseph Ward, he was a Congregational minister; like other
political leaders, he came from the Old Northwest-Civil War
tradition for he was born in Xenia, Ohio, raised on a farm in
Illinois, and educated at Oberlin College. Kyle himself was too
young to fight in the Civil War, but his father had served as a
Union officer. His strong defense of agrarian values, based on
Granger philosophy, won him the state's Populist party endorsement for the Senate in 1890. He won the Senate seat, a post he
held from 1891 to his death ten years later. Kyle's political
career, far from being radical, was focused on educational
51- Louuks is mentioned only once in Peter H. Argersinger, Populism and
Politics: W. A. Peffer and the Peoples' Party (Lexington: University of Kentucky
Press, 1974). p. 238.
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matters and his chairmanship of the National Industrial Commission." As was the case with several other western Populists.
Kyle rejoined the Republican party after 1897.
Also active in the Populist movement was Father Robert
Haire who, while a student at Louvain, Belgium, came to believe
in a concept of European Catholic socialism. He brought these
views to South Dakota.^-'' It may well be that South Dakota
populism has enough of an Old World as well as a New World
tradition to make it "international" rather than "American
provincial." It could be that Loucks brought with him a British
trade union view of party-or even an Irish view of the British
establishment, given his parentage. In any event something new,
positive, extraordinary, and vigorous was happening to South
Dakota's agrarian tradition between 1888 and 1900. As this
country developed a new self-consciousness about land and its
social values, and began yet another search for community in
1976, the time had come to restudy the evolution of South
Dakota's agrarian tradition and the role populism played in
redefining it during the 1890s.
Other important Dakota traditions remained undefined in
52. Dictionary of American Biography (1933), s.v. "Kyle, James Henderson."
53. Duratschek, Beginning of Catholicism in South Dakota, pp. 150-51.
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the territorial period. Theodore Roosevelt and the Marquis de
Mores, each in their separate ways, advertised the image of
gentlemanly ranching in the Dakotas, but that vigorous life style
disappeared with the blizzards of 1886-87. Here was yet
another discontinuity in developing images and values. The
more modest, even hardscrabble form of ranching by die-hard
South Dakota cattlemen, which succeeded the open-range days,
still lacks its historian although valuable memoirs and small
histories are beginning to appear. Despite the fact that the Black
Hills gold rush took place in 1876 and captured the imagination
of the nation, if not the world, South Dakota's mining heritage
was not fully understood or culturally defined at the time of
statehood. ^'^
By 1889 at least five complex political and social traditions
reflected the new state's public and private values. The first
tradition was a pioneer-Jacksonian politics of development,
vigorous and strong, but sometimes cynical and corrupt. It had
been modified by a Yankee, Old-Northwest, middle western
politics of reform and aspiration.^-^ There existed a many-sided
missionary impulse that first affected the Indians and the white
settlers, and then later social and political institutions.^^ A
powerful Jeffersonian-agrarian tradition, laid low by harsh
weather, railroad control, and market conditions, was reinvigorated by populism so that the tradition could survive. Finally,
the enduring presence of ethnic groups, sects, and competing
geographic regions helped create a distinctive rural but also
highly pluralistic society, which still exists today.
In retrospect it appears that despite many setbacks the
settlers of nineteenth-century Dakota saw themselves in a main
line American tradition of growth and success right down to the
drought years of the late 1880s and the early 1890s. Coupled
with this were religious commitments and beliefs in education
54. Bob Lee and Dick Williams, Last Grass Frontier: The South Dakota Stock
Growers Heritage (Sturgis, S. Dak.: Black Hills PubLshers, 1964); Bruce Siberts,
Nothing But Prairie and Sky: Life in the Dakota Range in the Early Days, recorded
by Walker D. Wyman (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1954); Parker, Gold in
the Black Hills.
55. Elazar, Oties ofthe Prairie, pp. 160-65, 300-305.
56. Ibid., pp. 162,234-35.
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and new ideas that were so strong they are difficult to
comprehend today. To read the biographies of Riggs, Hare,
Marty, and Ward, or the annual reports of the normal schools at
Spearfish and Madison, or those of the superintendent of
education, or even those of the School of Mines in the
nineteenth century is to read paeans of praise for the future.
These publications portray excited young men and women who
had come from ail over the country to teach in and grow up
with the new country.^^
But there is also a counter theme: the tradition of the
failure of the dream, of being defeated on occasion. Father
Riggs's Hazlewood Republic failed: Frost and Todd never made
Yankton another Saint Louis; southern Dakota was never a way
station for westward migration. In the 1870s Ward and Hare
decreed a Yankee-Protestant heritage for the territory, but by
1890 the largest denominations in the state were Catholic and
Lutheran.^** The discovery of gold forced an agrarian society to
live with an industrial-corporate complex, and the weather and
outside economic forces compelled South Dakotans to cope
with drought, depression, and exploitation. A past full of such
dramatic changes and discontinuities may well account for the
sense of isolation South Dakotans express on occasion. At the
same time these changes have created a distinctive regional
perspective and culture that is neither Yankee, middle western,
north central, nor western. Frederick Manfred's arresting term
for the region, "Siouxland," begins to hint at the sense of
difference.^^ Curiously, its regional distinctiveness bears some
relation to two other American subcultures that have experienced reversals and defeat: the Mormons of Utah and the
residents of the American South. Such themes of limitation or
defeat, though explored by the late Walter Prescott Webb in his
The Great Plains, deserve fresh comparative study.
The bicentennial year provided an appropriate time to urge
the study of the older social and cultural traditions that stretch
57. See especially "Biennial Report of the Board of Trustees of the Normal
School at Spearfish, 1887-88" (Bismarck, 1888), YWA.
58. Schell, South Dakota, p. 390.
59. Conversations with Frederick Manfred, moderated by John R. Milton with a
foreword by Wallace Stegner (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press. 1974).
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back to New England, New York, and the Old Northwest and,
equally important, back to Europe itself. Such studies would
help establish the main significance of South Dakota in
American history while explaining why the state has such a
unique past. It seems likely that the outcome of such an inquiry
would please that most determined and idealistic of South
Dakota's founding fathers. General Beadle, who always knew
that the history of Dakota's formative years was more than
mere politics.
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